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2 STEVEN GINDI
1. Introduction
In my previous papers, I introduced a new way of studying bihermitian
manifolds via their twistor spaces (see [5, 6] and [3, 11, 10, 1]). The main idea
was to first demonstrate that the twistor space of a bihermitian manifold
admits integrable complex structures and holomorphic sections. I then used
these sections to geometrically interpret certain holomorphic objects in the
bihermitian manifold as intersections of holomorphic subvarieties inside the
twistor space. This point of view led, for instance, to new insights into the
holomorphic Poisson structures on bihermitian manifolds.
The purpose of this paper and [8] is to develop and enhance my twistor
approach to bihermitian geometry. To do so, I will first present in this
paper various skew algebroids on twistor spaces of vector spaces and will
describe the corresponding foliations. These structures will be used in [8] to
build skew algebroids on twistor bundles fibered over bihermitian manifolds.
By studying certain embeddings, I will then determine, for instance, how
a bihermitian manifold interacts with the different associated foliations of
its twistor space. This will consequently lead to results about the local
geometry of bihermitian manifolds. Other applications, including those to
Lie groups, will be given in [8] and [9]. (Note that skew algebroids are
related to Lie algebroids and Poisson structures; see Definition 2.2 and [2].)
A general twistor space that I consider in this paper is the space of com-
plex structures of a vector space that are compatible with some metric.
While my algebroid constructions are based, in particular, on using a cer-
tain diagonalizable bundle map over the twistor space. They are also closely
related to a representation theory of a pair of complex structures that I have
worked on in [7].
In Section 3, I give my first set of skew algebroids. The leaves of the
corresponding foliations of the twistor space are isomorphic to Schubert cells
in a certain homogeneous maximal isotropic space. Using a diagonalizable
bundle map, to be specified below, I then construct in Section 4 a plethora
of other algebroids on the twistor space. All of these algebroids yield rich
foliations of the Schubert cells.
Letting (V, g) be a vector space with a metric, the first step in building
these algebroids is to fix a complex structure J in the associated twistor
space, T . The next step is to consider the diagonalizable bundle map
{J, φ} ∈ Γ(gl(V ) × T ), where φ|K = K. I have then constructed alge-
broids whose integrable distributions interact, as endomorphisms, with the
eigenspaces of {J, φ} in different ways (see Sections 4.2, 4.3, 5.1 and 5.2).
To do so, I have used, in particular, polynomials in the map {J, φ} of the
form Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ... + a1{J, φ} + a01, where the ai are functions on
T that satisfy certain differential equations. As an example, the ai can be
chosen to be any elements in R[f1, ..., f2n], where fj|K is the j
th symmetric
polynomial in the eigenvalues of {J,K}.
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These algebroids then lead to an abundance of generalized foliations of
T , which I describe in detail in Sections 6 and 7. The leaves of all the
foliations are smooth embedded submanifolds and the leaves of a large class
of them are complex submanifolds. Moreover, the manifold type of the leaves
passing through K ∈ T depends on the subset of eigenvalues of {J, φ}|K
that are roots of the chosen polynomial Q|K (Section 6.3, Example 6.15).
As for the foliations that I introduce in Section 7.4, the manifold type of the
leaves depends on whether the eigenvalues of {J, φ} satisfy certain systems
of polynomial equations (see especially Example 7.14).
In Section 9, I then describe some additional results that I will present in
an updated version of this paper [4].
Remark 1.1. This paper serves as an announcement of my results and
contains only a few proofs. I will present all the proofs in [4].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Twistor Spaces. Let (V, g) be a 2n dimensional real vector space
equipped with a positive definite metric and let T (V, g) = {J ∈ EndV | J2 =
−1, g(J ·, J ·) = g(·, ·)} be one of its twistor spaces. To describe some of the
properties of T (V, g), consider the action of O(V, g) on EndV via conjuga-
tion: B · A = BAB−1. As T (V, g) is a particular orbit of this action, it is
isomorphic to
O(V, g)/U(I),
where I ∈ T (V, g) and U(I) = {B ∈ O(V, g)| [B, I] = 0} ∼= U(n). It then
follows that the dimension of T (V, g) is n(n− 1) and that if we consider T
as a submanifold of EndV then
TJT = [o(V, g), J ] = {A ∈ o(V, g)| {A, J} = 0}.
With this, we may define a natural almost complex structure on T (V, g)
that is well known to be integrable:
IT A = JA, for A ∈ TJT .
Notation 2.1. As was done above and will be continued below, we will at
times denote T (V, g) by T (V ) or just by T .
The goal then is to construct skew algebroids on T . Here is the definition.
Definition 2.2. A skew algebroid (E, [·, ·], ψ) on T (V, g) is a vector bundle
equipped with a skew bracket on Γ(E) together with a bundle map ψ :
E −→ TT that satisfies
a) ψ([A,B]) = [ψ(A), ψ(B)]Lie
b) [A, fB] = f [A,B] + ψ(A)[f ]B,
for all A,B ∈ Γ(E) and f ∈ C∞(T ).
One of the main consequences of having skew algebroids is that they yield
integrable distributions on T .
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Proposition 2.3. Given a skew algebroid (E, [·, ·], ψ) on T , the Imψ is an
integrable distribution.
Remark 2.4. The leaves of the associated foliation of T will in general have
varied dimensions.
We will now specify the bundles and connections that we will be using to
construct our algebroids. First consider the following vector bundles fibered
over T :
V := V × T and o(V, g) := o(V, g) × T .
To specify the others, let φ be the section of o(V, g) defined by φ|K = K.
Definition 2.5.
For J ∈ T (V ), define
1) gl(V) = End(V)
2) u(V, J) = {A ∈ o(V, g) | [A, J ] = 0}
3) u(V, φ) = {A ∈ o(V, g) | [A,φ] = 0}
4) o{J}(V) = {A ∈ o(V, g) | {A, J} = 0}
5) o{φ}(V) = {A ∈ o(V, g) | {A,φ} = 0}.
In the above, one should evaluate both sides of the equations at a K ∈ T .
Notation 2.6. At times, we will denote u(V, φ) by u(φ) and o{φ}(V) by
o{φ}. Moreover, we will respectively denote any particular fiber of u(V, J)
and o{J}(V) by u(V, J) and o{J}(V ).
Remark 2.7. Using this notation, TT will be identified with [o(V, g), φ] =
o{φ}.
Given these bundles, we will also be using the connection ∇ = d+ 12(dφ)φ
on V, where d is the trivial one.
Proposition 2.8. ∇ is a torsionless connection on TT = [o(V, g), φ] and
satisfies ∇φ = 0 and ∇IT = 0.
2.2. Background on a Pair of Complex Structures. Before we con-
struct our algebroids, we will introduce certain decompositions of V that
are induced by two complex structures J,K ∈ T (V, g). These decompo-
sitions encode the different possible algebraic interactions between a pair
of complex structures and are closely related to a representation theory of
an algebra which we call iD∞. In Section 2.3 we will describe how these
decompositions have led us to build various algebroids on twistor spaces.
Proposition 2.9.
1) Let J,K ∈ T (V, g). The following are orthogonal and J,K−invariant
decompositions of V :
V = Im[J,K]⊕Ker(J +K)⊕Ker(J −K)
and
V = Ve1 ⊕ ...⊕ Vel ⊕ V1 ⊕ V−1,
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where
Vǫ = Ker({J,K} − 2ǫ1) and ei ∈ (−1, 1).
2) a) Im[J,K] = Ve1 ⊕ ...⊕ Vel .
b) Ker(J +K) = V1 and Ker(J −K) = V−1.
c) Ker[J,K] = Ker(J +K)⊕Ker(J −K).
3) a) Each Vei, where ei ∈ (−1, 1), is an H-module.
b) Rank[J,K] = 4k.
Proof. Please see [6]. 
To prove the above proposition, we used the following result:
Proposition 2.10. Let J,K ∈ T (V, g) such that {J,K} = 2e1, for e ∈
(−1, 1). Also let K ′ = JK−e
f
, where e2 + f2 = 1. Then K ′ ∈ T , {J,K ′} = 0
and {K,K ′} = 0.
Given the splittings in Proposition 2.9, we can use the fact that each Vei
is an H-module to obtain a finer decomposition of V .
Proposition 2.11. Let J,K ∈ T (V, g). V admits the following orthogonal
and J,K−invariant decomposition:
V =W 1e1 ⊕ ...⊕W
q
eq
⊕ V1 ⊕ V−1,
where
• W iei is either {0} or a four dimensional J,K−invariant subspace such
that {J,K}|W iei
= 2ei1, for ei ∈ (−1, 1)
• V1 = Ker(J +K) and V−1 = Ker(J −K).
Either by using the above proposition or Proposition 2.9, it is straight-
forward to prove
Proposition 2.12. J and K in T (V, g) induce the same orientations on V
if and only if dimKer(J+K)2 is even.
As another corollary of Proposition 2.9, we can derive the orthogonal
representations of iD∞, which is the algebra generated by two complex
structures J0 and K0 over R. (These representations are by definition the
ones where J0 and K0 act by orthogonal transformations with respect to
some metric.)
Proposition 2.13. The irreducible, orthogonal representations of iD∞ are:
R[t]/(p) ⊕K0R[t]/(p),
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where J0K0 acts by t and
1) p = t± 1
2) p = (t− c)(t− c), for c ∈ C− {±1}, cc = 1.
Remark 2.14. In [7], we not only derive the orthogonal representations of
iD∞ but the indecomposable ones as well.
2.3. On Constructing Algebroids on Twistor Spaces. Let us now fix
a J ∈ T (V, g). In this paper we will build algebroids with integrable distri-
butions that pointwise interact, as elements of o{K}, with the decomposition
V = Ve1 ⊕ ...⊕ Vel ⊕ V1 ⊕ V−1
of Proposition 2.9. For instance, a particular integrable distribution which
is associated to an algebroid and which we will introduce in Section 5 is
D{J,φ}(J+φ) = {B ∈ o{φ} |B : KerF −→ 0, ImF −→ ImF},
where F = {J, φ}(J + φ). To build other algebroids and distributions with
rich interactions, we will first use certain combinations of the maps J + φ,
J − φ and [J, φ]. The resulting distributions will interact with the V1 and
V−1 at each K ∈ T . To produce distributions that interact with the Vei we
will also be using in Sections 4 and 5 polynomials in {J, φ} of the form
(2.1) Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01,
where the ai are functions on T that satisfy certain differential equations.
In the following section we will present three types of skew algebroids on
T that will be based on the maps J + φ and J − φ. In Section 4 we will use
the Qs to construct various other algebroids whose associated foliations will
refine the ones given in the next section.
3. First Three Skew Algebroids and Foliations
3.1. The T #(J) and Schubert Cells. Given a J ∈ T (V, g), we will first
introduce natural subsets of T that we will show to be the leaves associated
to three types of skew algebroids on the twistor space.
Definition 3.1. Letting J ∈ T , we define
1) T (m1,∗)(J) = {K ∈ T | dimKer(J +K) = 2m1}
2) T (∗,m−1)(J) = {K ∈ T | dimKer(J −K) = 2m−1}
3) T (m1,m−1)(J) = T (m1,∗) ∩ T (∗,m−1).
Notation 3.2. When referring to the above subsets, we will at times drop
the “(J)” factors and will also let T #(J) or T # stand for any one of them.
In [6] we proved that the T (m1,∗)(J) and T (∗,m−1)(J) are isomorphic to
Schubert cells in a homogeneous maximal isotropic space. Using this point
of view, they can be shown to be orbits of a group action and are thus
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associated to certain algebroids. The objective of this section is to demon-
strate how to use the T point of view to associate algebroids to all of the
T #. The main reason for focusing on this viewpoint is that the discus-
sion in Section 2.3 has very naturally led us to consider maps of the form
ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ}+ a01 (Equation 2.1) that we will use to establish
many other algebroids. The foliations associated to these algebroids will
richly refine the T # and in consequence the Schubert cells. The relations
between maximal isotropics, T and the algebroids constructed here will be
explored in [4].
We will now build two skew algebroids whose associated leaves are the
T (m1,∗)(J) and the T (∗,m−1)(J). We will consider the T (m1,m−1)(J) in Sec-
tion 3.3.
Notation 3.3. Throughout this paper, given (V, g), we will denote the ad-
joint of A ∈ EndV by A∗.
3.2. First two Skew Algebroids. Let J ∈ T (V ) and consider the map
δ : gl(V) −→ TT
A −→ [SA+A∗S, φ],
where S ∈ {J + φ, J − φ}.
Definition 3.4. We define the following brackets on the sections of gl(V).
1) When S = J + φ:
[A,B]δ = dBδ(A) +
1
2
J{A(J − φ), J}B −
1
2
Bδ(A)φ − (A↔ B).
2) When S = J − φ:
[A,B]δ = dBδ(A) +
1
2
J{A(J + φ), J}B −
1
2
Bδ(A)φ − (A↔ B).
We have then proved:
Theorem 3.5. Given S ∈ {J+φ, J−φ}, (gl(V), [·, ·]δ , δ) is a skew algebroid
on T (V ).
Proof. The proof will be given in [4]; please see Remark 1.1. 
Remark 3.6. In [4], we will determine whether the above yields Lie alge-
broids on T (V ); please see Section 9.1.
Consequently, the Imδ is an integrable distribution on T . It can be
described as follows.
Proposition 3.7. Given S ∈ {J + φ, J − φ},
Imδ = {B ∈ o{φ} |B : KerS −→ ImS}.
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Theorem 3.8. Consider the skew algebroids (gl(V), [·, ·]δ , δ) for S = J + φ
and S = J − φ. Also let K ∈ T (V ) and 2m±1 = dimKer(J ±K).
1) When S = J + φ, T (m1,∗)(J) is the associated leaf that passes through K
and when S = J − φ, it is T (∗,m−1)(J).
2) These leaves are complex submanifolds of T (V ).
Definition 3.9.
1) We will define TφT
(m1,∗)(J) to be the distribution that when evalu-
ated at K ∈ T (V ) is TKT
(m1|K ,∗)(J), where 2m1|K = dimKer(J +
K). In this notation m1 is a (non-smooth) function on T while in
Definition 3.1 it is a number.
2) Similarly, TφT
(∗,m−1)(J) is the distribution that when evaluated at
K ∈ T (V ) is TKT
(∗,m−1|K)(J), where 2m−1|K = dimKer(J −K).
3.3. The Third Skew Algebroid and T (m1,m−1)(J). Let us consider the
T (m1,m−1) = T (m1,∗) ∩ T (∗,m−1).
Proposition 3.10.
1) T (m1,m−1) is nonempty if and only if n−m1 −m−1 = 2k (k ∈ Z≥0).
2) If n−m1 −m−1 = 2k, for k ∈ Z≥0, then T
(m1,∗) and T (∗,m−1)
intersect transversally.
3) T (m1,m−1)is a complex submanifold of T .
Proof. Please see [6]. 
Given these properties, we will now construct a skew algebroid whose
associated leaves are the T (m1,m−1)(J).
To begin, consider the map
σ : gl(V) −→ TT
A −→ [SAT − TA∗S, φ],
where S = J + φ and T = J − φ.
Definition 3.11. We define the following bracket on the sections of gl(V):
[A,B]σ = dBσ(A) +
1
2
ASφS{B, J} −
1
2
{A, J}TφTB − (A↔ B).
We have then proved:
Theorem 3.12. (gl(V), [·, ·]σ , σ) is a skew algebroid on T (V ).
The Imσ is then an integrable distribution on T . It can be described as
follows.
Proposition 3.13.
Imσ = {B ∈ o{φ} |B : Ker(J+φ) −→ Im(J+φ), Ker(J−φ) −→ Im(J−φ)}.
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Theorem 3.14. Consider the skew algebroid (gl(V), [·, ·]σ , σ) and let K ∈
T (V ) and 2m±1 = dimKer(J±K). T
(m1,m−1)(J) is the associated leaf that
passes through K. Moreover, it is a complex submanifold of T .
Definition 3.15. We will define TφT
(m1,m−1)(J) to be the distribution
that when evaluated at K ∈ T (V ) is TKT
(m1|K ,m−1|K)(J), where 2m±1|K =
dimKer(J ±K). In this notation m1 and m−1 are (non-smooth) functions
on T while in Definition 3.1 they are numbers.
Notation 3.16. So far we have defined TφT
(m1,∗)(J), TφT
(∗,m−1)(J) and
TφT
(m1,m−1)(J). We will let TφT
#(J) or TφT
# stand for any of these dis-
tributions.
4. More Algebroids: Refining the T #(J)
We will now introduce an abundance of other skew algebroids on T . The
foliations associated to these algebroids will subfoliate the T #(J) and, by
the correspondence that was mentioned in Section 3.1, will subfoliate certain
Schubert cells in a homogeneous maximal isotropic space. The leaves of
many of these foliations will be complex submanifolds of T .
Note 4.1. From here on, though not always necessary, we will assume that
dimV ≥ 4.
4.1. Some Background. Before introducing the algebroids, we will need
some background and notation. First consider
Lemma 4.2.
Let
• dimV ≥ 4
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
• γ ∈ {±J,±φ}.
1) There is a unique element γ˜ ∈ {±J,±φ} that satisfies
γS = Sγ˜.
2) Moreover, γ˜ is the unique element in {±J,±φ} that satisfies
Sγ = γ˜S.
Proof. Use the relations: J(J ± φ) = ±(J ± φ)φ and φ(J ± φ) = ±(J ±
φ)J . 
Now consider
Definition 4.3.
Let
a) S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
b) E = {A ∈ o(V, g)| γA = Aδ},
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where
γ ∈ {±J,±φ} and δ ∈ {+γ,−γ}.
Then we define
ES = {B ∈ o(V, g)| γ˜B = Bδ˜},
where γ˜ and δ˜ are the unique elements in {±J,±φ} that satisfy
γS = Sγ˜ and Sδ = δ˜S.
Moreover, when E = o(V, g), we define ES = o(V, g).
Example 4.4. If S = J + φ and E = o{φ}(V) then E
S = o{J}(V).
The main property that the sections of ES satisfy is the following.
Proposition 4.5.
Let
a) S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
b) E ∈ {o(V, g), u(V, J), u(V, φ), o{J}(V), o{φ}(V)}.
If B ∈ Γ(ES) then SBS ∈ Γ(E).
4.2. The Algebroids. We will now introduce our major classes of skew
algebroids on T (V, g).
Theorem 4.6.
Let
ψ : ES −→ TT
A −→ [FAF, φ],
where
a) F = QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) is such that
• Q∗ = Q
• [Q,J ] = 0 and [Q,φ] = 0
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
b) E ∈ {o(V, g), o{φ}(V), u(V, J), u(V, φ)}.
Moreover, suppose that
dQ[FCF,φ] = Q(dQ[SCS,φ])Q,
∀C ∈ Γ(ES).
Then there exists a skew bracket [·, ·]F on Γ(E
S) such that (ES , [·, ·]F , ψ)
is a skew algebroid on T (V ).
Remark 4.7. Please see [4] for the definition of the bracket [·, ·]F .
We thus see that the above algebroids depend on a choice of a Q that
satisfies certain differential equations. To construct examples of such Q, we
will use the following proposition:
Proposition 4.8.
Let
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• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01
• C ∈ Γ(o(V, g))
such that each ai ∈ C
∞(T ) satisfies
dai[QCQ,φ] = 0 and dai[C,φ] = 0.
Then
dQ[QCQ,φ] = Q(dQ[C,φ])Q.
Using this proposition and the above theorem, we have constructed the
following skew algebroids on T (V ).
Theorem 4.9.
Let
ψ : ES −→ TT
A −→ [FAF, φ],
where
a) F = QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) is such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
b) E ∈ {o(V, g), o{φ}(V), u(V, J), u(V, φ)}.
Moreover, suppose that
dai[SCS,φ] = 0,
∀C ∈ Γ(ES).
Then there exists a skew bracket [·, ·]F on Γ(E
S) such that (ES , [·, ·]F , ψ)
is a skew algebroid on T (V ).
4.3. Examples of the {ai}: Symmetric Polynomials in the Eigen-
values of {J, φ}. Given the setup of Theorem 4.9, note that if the {ai} are
constant functions on T then (ES , [·, ·]F , ψ) is automatically a skew alge-
broid. The purpose of this section is to produce nonconstant functions on
T that satisfy the differential conditions of Theorem 4.9 when E = u(V, J);
those that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.9 when E = o{φ}(V) will be
presented in [4].
To build these functions, first consider
Proposition 4.10.
Let
a) F = QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
b) E = u(V, J).
If
dai[B,φ] = 0, ∀B ∈ Γ(E)
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then
dai[SCS,φ] = 0, ∀C ∈ Γ(E
S).
Proof. This follows from the result given in Proposition 4.5 that if C ∈
Γ(ES) then SCS ∈ Γ(E). 
The goal then is to construct functions ai that satisfy dai[B,φ] = 0,∀B ∈
u(V, J). If we consider the U(J) action on T (V ) given by A · L = ALA−1
then this is equivalent to producing functions that are constant on each U(J)
orbit.
Proposition 4.11. Let fj ∈ C
∞(T ) be defined via
det(λ1− {J, φ}) = λ2n − f1λ
2n−1 + ...− f2n−1λ+ f2n,
so that fj|K is the j
th symmetric polynomial in the eigenvalues of {J,K}.
1) fj is constant on each U(J) orbit in T .
2) dfj [B,φ] = 0, ∀B ∈ u(V, J).
Proof. This follows from the fact that if A ∈ U(J) and K ∈ T then
{J,AKA−1} = A{J,K}A−1. 
Combining the above results with Theorem 4.9 leads to
Theorem 4.12.
Let
ψ : ES −→ TT
A −→ [FAF, φ],
where
a) F = QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) is such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
b) E = u(V, J).
Moreover, suppose
ai ∈ R[f1, ..., f2n],
where each fj ∈ C
∞(T ) is defined via
det(λ1− {J, φ}) = λ2n − f1λ
2n−1 + ...− f2n−1λ+ f2n.
Then there exists a skew bracket [·, ·]F on Γ(E
S) such that (ES , [·, ·]F , ψ) is
a skew algebroid on T (V ).
Remark 4.13. In [4], we will use the skew algebroids of Sections 3 and
4 to build Lie algebroids and Poisson structures on T . Moreover, we will
present additional real algebroids as well as holomorphic algebroids. Please
see Section 9.
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5. Integrable Distributions
In this section, we will analyze the distributions associated to each of the
above skew algebroids and will explore their integrability conditions.
5.1. The Imψ. To describe the distributions Imψ, where ψ is given in
Theorem 4.6, it is important to first know the following.
Proposition 5.1.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q∗ = Q
• [Q,J ] = 0 and [Q,φ] = 0
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
Then for each K ∈ T (V ),
V = KerQS|K ⊕ ImQS|K
is an orthogonal and J,K−invariant splitting.
Now consider
Proposition 5.2.
Let
a) F = QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q∗ = Q
• [Q,J ] = 0 and [Q,φ] = 0
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
b) E ∈ {o(V, g), o{φ}(V), u(V, J), u(V, φ)}.
Then for each K ∈ T (V ),
{FAF |A ∈ ES |K} = {B ∈ E|K |B : KerF −→ 0, ImF −→ ImF},
where F is to be evaluated at K.
Using this, we have proved
Theorem 5.3.
Let
ψ : ES −→ TT
A −→ [FAF, φ],
where
a) F = QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) is such that
• Q∗ = Q
• [Q,J ] = 0 and [Q,φ] = 0
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
b) E ∈ {o(V, g), o{φ}(V), u(V, J), u(V, φ)}.
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1) For E ∈ {o(V, g), o{φ}(V)},
Imψ = DQS := {B ∈ o{φ} |B : KerQS −→ 0, ImQS −→ ImQS}.
2) For E = u(V, J),
Imψ = DQS
u(J) := {[B,φ] ∈ o{φ} |B ∈ u(V, J), B : KerQS −→ 0, ImQS −→ ImQS}.
3) For E = u(V, φ),
Imψ = 0.
Remark 5.4. In the above expressions for Imψ, both sides of the equations
should be evaluated at a point K ∈ T (V ).
When working with the above distributions, it is useful to have some other
notation:
Definition 5.5. Let J ∈ T (V, g) and let V = W1 ⊕W2 be an orthogonal
and J-invariant splitting. Then define
oW2{J} = {A ∈ o{J}(V ) |A :W1 −→ 0,W2 −→W2}
and
u(J)W2 = {B ∈ u(V, J) |B : W1 −→ 0,W2 −→W2}.
Applying this to the distributions in Theorem 5.3, we have:
Proposition 5.6. The following holds true:
1) DQS = oImQS{φ}
2) DQS
u(J) = [u(J)
ImQS , φ],
where both sides of the equations are to be evaluated at a K ∈ T .
Given the above distributions, an important property of the DQS is that
they are complex with respect to the complex structure IT on T , which was
defined in Section 2.1.
Proposition 5.7. The distribution DQS is closed under IT .
5.2. Integrability Conditions. We will now use the skew algebroids in
Theorem 4.6 to determine conditions for the distributions in Theorem 5.3
to be integrable.
Theorem 5.8.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q∗ = Q
• [Q,J ] = 0 and [Q,φ] = 0
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
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1) DQS is integrable if
dQQBQ = Q(dQB)Q, ∀B ∈ D
S .
2) DQS
u(J) is integrable if
dQQCQ = Q(dQC)Q, ∀C ∈ D
S
u(J).
Using Theorem 4.9, we have:
Theorem 5.9.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
1) DQS is integrable if
daiB = 0, ∀B ∈ D
S.
2) DQS
u(J) is integrable if
daiC = 0, ∀C ∈ D
S
u(J).
Noting that DS and DS
u(J) are always integrable, we can reformulate the
above result as follows:
Theorem 5.10.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
1) DQS is integrable if each ai is constant along the leaves of the foliation
determined by DS.
2) DQS
u(J) is integrable if each ai is constant along the leaves of the foliation
determined by DSu(J).
As in Section 4.3, let us now consider functions fj ∈ C
∞(T ) defined via
det(λ1− {J, φ}) = λ2n − f1λ
2n−1 + ...− f2n−1λ+ f2n,
so that fj|K is the j
th symmetric polynomial in the eigenvalues of {J,K}.
Note that it follows from Proposition 4.11 that dfjC = 0 for all C ∈ D
1
u(J)
and hence, by Proposition 4.10, for all C ∈ DS
u(J). By either then applying
Theorem 5.9 or by using Theorem 4.12 directly, we have
Theorem 5.11.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
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• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
Moreover, suppose
ai ∈ R[f1, ..., f2n],
where each fj ∈ C
∞(T ) is defined via
det(λ1− {J, φ}) = λ2n − f1λ
2n−1 + ...− f2n−1λ+ f2n.
Then DQS
u(J) is an integrable distribution on T (V ).
Remark 5.12. We will consider examples of the above setup in Section 7.4.
5.3. Relating the Distributions and Refinements. We will now de-
scribe the different ways that the above integrable distributions refine both
each other and the distributions TφT
#(J) (see Notation 3.16). This will
consequently lead to various foliations and subfoliations of T and T #(J)
which we will explore in Sections 6 and 7.
The first set of refinements of the TφT
#(J) will be given in the next two
propositions.
Proposition 5.13.
1) DJ+φ ⊂ TφT
(m1,∗)(J).
2) DJ−φ ⊂ TφT
(∗,m−1)(J).
3) D[J,φ] ⊂ TφT
(m1,m−1)(J).
Proposition 5.14.
D1u(J) ⊂ TφT
#(J).
The following gives more refinements:
Proposition 5.15.
1) DS
u(J) ⊂ D
1
u(J).
2) DS
u(J) ⊂ D
S.
3) DS
u(J) = D
1
u(J) ∩ D
S.
To obtain even more refinements, we will now turn on a Q. First consider
the following proposition where no integrability conditions are imposed on
DQS and DQS
u(J).
Proposition 5.16.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q∗ = Q
• [Q,J ] = 0 and [Q,φ] = 0
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
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The following holds true:
DQS DS
DQS
u(J) D
S
u(J).
⊂
⊂ ⊂
⊂
Imposing integrability conditions on DQS and DQS
u(J) leads to
Proposition 5.17.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q∗ = Q
• [Q,J ] = 0 and [Q,φ] = 0
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
1) If dQQBQ = Q(dQB)Q for all B ∈ D
S then the following holds true
for the specified integrable distributions:
DQS DS
DQS
u(J) D
S
u(J).
⊂
⊂ ⊂
⊂
2) If dQQCQ = Q(dQC)Q for all C ∈ D
S
u(J) then the following is a series
of integrable distributions that refine each other:
DQS
u(J) ⊂ D
S
u(J) ⊂ D
S .
We have a similar result for the case when Q = ak{J, φ}
k+ ...+a1{J, φ}+
a01:
Proposition 5.18.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
1) If daiB = 0 for all B ∈ D
S then the following holds true for the specified
integrable distributions:
DQS DS
DQS
u(J) D
S
u(J).
⊂
⊂ ⊂
⊂
2) If daiC = 0 for all C ∈ D
S
u(J) then the following is a series of integrable
distributions that refine each other:
DQS
u(J) ⊂ D
S
u(J) ⊂ D
S .
Remark 5.19. Other relations will be given in [4].
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6. First Class of Foliations: The T QSK
In this section, we will describe the foliations associated to the integrable
distributions DQS, as given in Theorem 5.9. We will also show how they
refine each other and the T #(J) of Section 3. In Section 7, we will analyze
the foliations associated to the DQS
u(J).
6.1. The T QSK . Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
and suppose
(6.1) daiB = 0, ∀B ∈ D
S .
By Theorem 5.9,
DQS = oImQS{φ}
= {C ∈ o{φ} |C : KerQS −→ 0, ImQS −→ ImQS}
is an integrable distribution on T .
To describe the corresponding leaf at K ∈ T (V ), consider the following
orthogonal and K-invariant splitting
V = KerQS|K ⊕ ImQS|K
and the associated one for K:
K = Ka ⊕Kb.
Definition 6.1. Given the above splittings, define
T QSK = {K
′ = Ka ⊕K ′b |K ′b ∈ T (ImQS|K), ImQS|K ′ = ImQS|K}.
Theorem 6.2. The connected component of T QSK that contains K ∈ T (V )
is the leaf that is associated to the distribution DQS and that passes through
K. Moreover, it is a complex submanifold of T (V ).
Notation 6.3. The connected component of T QSK that contains K ∈ T (V )
will be denoted by
◦
T QSK .
Remark 6.4. The T QSK are generally not connected; see Example 6.9.
Remark 6.5. To prove Theorem 6.2, we first proved it for the case when
Q = 1. We then used, in particular, the fact that the ai are locally constant
on the T SK , which follows from Theorem 6.2 and Equation 6.1. There are
several other important steps in the proof; we will explain them in detail in
[4]. (See also Remark 6.8.)
To determine the manifold type of T QSK , consider the following embedding:
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ηQSK : T (ImQS|K) −→ T (V )
Lb −→ Ka ⊕ Lb,
so that ImηQSK = {K
a ⊕ Lb |Lb ∈ T (ImQS|K)}.
We then have:
Proposition 6.6. T QSK is an open subset of Imη
QS
K .
Remark 6.7. To prove this proposition, we need to understand the behavior
of the {ai} on Imη
QS
K . The details will be given in [4].
Remark 6.8. Proposition 6.6 is one of the steps needed to prove Theorem
6.2.
Here is an example of the T QSK when dimV = 4.
Example 6.9.
Let
• dimV = 4
• I, J ∈ T (V, g) such that {I, J} = 0
• L = IJ
• Q = {J, φ}({J, φ} − 2e01), where e0 ∈ (0, 1).
Consider now
T + = {L′ ∈ T (V ) |L′ induces the same orientation as that of J}
= {aI + bJ + cL |a2 + b2 + c2 = 1}.
We will presently describe the foliation of T + that is associated to the inte-
grable distribution DQ.
1) Let K = aI + cL ∈ T +. As V = KerQ|K , T
Q
K = {K}.
2) Let K = aI − e0J + cL ∈ T
+. Since {J,K} = 2e01, V = KerQ|K and
hence T QK = {K}.
3) Let K = aI + bJ + cL ∈ T + such that b /∈ {0,−e0}. Since {J,K} =
−2b1, V = ImQ|K . Thus
T QK = {K
′ ∈ T (V ) |{J,K ′}({J,K ′} − 2e01) is invertible}
= {K ′ ∈ T (V ) |{J,K ′} does not have eigenvalues 0 and 2e0}
= T (V )− {dI + eJ + fL ∈ T + |e = 0 or e = −e0}.
As this is not connected, we need to take its connected component
◦
T QK .
Consider the following cases:
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a) If b ∈ (0, 1] then
◦
T QK = {dI + eJ + fL ∈ T
+ | e ∈ (0, 1]}.
b) If b ∈ (−e0, 0) then
◦
T QK = {dI + eJ + fL ∈ T
+ | e ∈ (−e0, 0)}.
c) If b ∈ [−1,−e0) then
◦
T QK = {dI + eJ + fL ∈ T
+ | e ∈ [−1,−e0)}.

6.2. Relating the Foliations and Refinements. Before giving more ex-
amples, we will now relate the foliations of T that we have introduced so
far. We begin by providing another description of the T SK .
Proposition 6.10.
1) T J+φK = {L ∈ T (V ) |Ker(J + L) = Ker(J +K)}.
2) T J−φK = {L ∈ T (V ) |Ker(J − L) = Ker(J −K)}.
3) T
[J,φ]
K = T
J+φ
K ∩ T
J−φ
K .
As a corollary, we will show that the T SK refine the appropriate T
#(J),
as expected from Proposition 5.13.
Proposition 6.11.
1) T J+φK ⊂ T
(m1,∗)(J), where 2m1 = dimKer(J +K).
2) T J−φK ⊂ T
(∗,m−1)(J), where 2m−1 = dimKer(J −K).
3) T
[J,φ]
K ⊂ T
(m1,m−1)(J), where 2m±1 = dimKer(J ±K).
Remark 6.12. In [4], we will explore how, for instance, the T J+φK fit to-
gether inside the T (m1,∗)(J).
To obtain further refinements, we will now use the Qs:
Proposition 6.13. T QSK ⊂ T
S
K .
Remark 6.14. To prove this proposition, we would need to introduce de-
compositions of V that are compatible with the ones used to define T SK and
T QSK . Please see [4].
6.3. Controlling the Manifold Type of T QSK . We can control the man-
ifold type of T QSK , in particular control its dimension, by choosing Q|K to
have roots that lie in a specific subset of the eigenvalues of {J,K}. We
demonstrate this in the following example which can be appropriately gen-
eralized.
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Example 6.15. Using Proposition 2.9, let J,K ∈ T (V, g) such that
V = Ve1 ⊕ Ve2 ⊕ Ve3 ⊕ V1 ⊕ V−1,
where Vǫ = Ker({J,K} − 2ǫ1) and ei ∈ (−1, 1).
We will then choose
• Q = ({J, φ} − 2e11)({J, φ} − 2e21)
• S = J + φ.
To describe T QSK , first split
V = KerQS|K ⊕ ImQS|K
K = Ka ⊕Kb
J = Ja ⊕ Jb,
noting that
KerQS|K = Ve1 ⊕ Ve2 ⊕ V1
and
ImQS|K = Ve3 ⊕ V−1.
Now consider K ′ = Ka ⊕K ′b, where K ′b ∈ T (ImQS|K). Then K
′ is, by
definition, an element of T QSK if and only if
ImQS|K ′ = ImQS|K .
Since
QS|K ′ = 0⊕ ({J
b,K ′b} − 2e11)({J
b,K ′b} − 2e21)(J
b +K ′b),
this is equivalent to the condition that
({Jb,K ′b} − 2e11)({J
b,K ′b} − 2e21)(J
b +K ′b)
is invertible as an element of End(ImQS|K).
Hence,
T QSK = {K
a⊕K ′b |K ′b ∈ T (ImQS|K), {J
b,K ′b} does not have eigenvalues 2e1, 2e2 and 2}.

7. Second Class of Foliations: The T QS
U(J),K
In this section, we will describe the leaves of the foliation associated to
the distribution DQS
u(J) of Theorem 5.9. We will then show how they lead to
foliations of the leaves introduced above.
We will begin with the case when QS = 1.
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7.1. Classifying the U(J) Orbits. Since D1
u(J) = [u(J), φ], the associated
leaves are the orbits of the U(J) action on T (V, g) that is given by con-
jugation. The point here is to use the background on a pair of complex
structures of Section 2.2 to classify all of these orbits. Before doing so, we
will characterize them based on the eigenvalues of {J, φ}.
Theorem 7.1. K and L in T (V, g) belong to the same U(J) orbit if and
only if {J,K} and {J,L} have the same eigenvalues with multiplicity.
Proof. The proof uses the decomposition in Proposition 2.11 and will be
given in [4]. 
We will now classify all of the U(J) orbits by using the decompositions
given in Proposition 2.9.
Theorem 7.2. Let J,K ∈ T (V, g) such that
V = Ve1 ⊕ ...⊕ Vel ⊕ V1 ⊕ V−1,
where
• Vǫ = Ker({J,K} − 2ǫ1) and ei ∈ (−1, 1)
• dimVei = 4ki, dimV1 = 2m1 and dimV−1 = 2m−1.
Then
U(J) ·K ∼= U(n)/Sp(k1)× ...× Sp(kl)× U(m1)× U(m−1).
Proof. As U(J)·K ∼= U(J)/U(J)∩U(K), we need only analyze U(J)∩U(K).
First note that it preserves each subspace in the decomposition given in the
theorem. To describe U(J)∩U(K)|Vei , letK
′ = JK−ei
fi
|Vei , where e
2
i+f
2
i = 1.
Then by Proposition 2.10 K ′ ∈ T (Vei , g) and {J,K
′} = 0. Hence on Vei ,
U(J) ∩ U(K) = U(J) ∩ U(K ′) ∼= Sp(ki). The theorem then follows. 
7.2. The T QSU(J),K. Now let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}
and suppose
(7.1) daiB = 0, ∀B ∈ D
S
u(J).
By Theorem 5.9,
DQS
u(J) = [u(J)
ImQS , φ]
= {[C,φ] ∈ o{φ} |C ∈ u(J), C : KerQS −→ 0, ImQS −→ ImQS}
is an integrable distribution on T (V, g).
To describe the corresponding leaf at K ∈ T , consider the following or-
thogonal and J,K−invariant splitting
V = KerQS|K ⊕ ImQS|K
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together with its associated splittings
K = Ka ⊕Kb
J = Ja ⊕ Jb.
The leaf passing through K will be related to U(Jb)·Kb, which is the orbit of
Kb associated to the action of U(Jb) on T (ImQS|K) given by conjugation.
Definition 7.3. Given the above splittings, define
T QS
U(J),K = {K
′ = Ka ⊕K ′b |K ′b ∈ U(Jb) ·Kb}.
Theorem 7.4. T QS
U(J),K
is the leaf that is associated to the distribution DQS
u(J)
and that passes through K ∈ T (V ).
Remark 7.5. To prove Theorem 7.4, we first proved it for the case when
Q = 1. We then used, in particular, the fact that the ai are constant on
the T S
U(J),K , which follows from Theorem 7.4 and Equation 7.1. There are
several other important steps in the proof; we will explain them in detail in
[4].
7.3. Relations between the Foliations and Refinements. Before giv-
ing examples of the T QS
U(J),K , we will demonstrate how they refine each other
and the leaves of the previous sections.
First note that the U(J) orbits refine the T #(J), as expected from Propo-
sition 5.14.
Proposition 7.6. If K ∈ T #(J) then T 1
U(J),K ⊂ T
#(J).
We can then use the T S
U(J),K to foliate the U(J) orbits:
Proposition 7.7. T S
U(J),K ⊂ T
1
U(J),K .
The T S
U(J),K also foliate the T
S
K . In fact, we have
Proposition 7.8.
T SU(J),K = T
1
U(J),K ∩ T
S
K .
Combining this with Proposition 6.10 yields
Proposition 7.9.
1) T J+φ
U(J),K = {L ∈ U(J) ·K |Ker(J + L) = Ker(J +K)}.
2) T J−φ
U(J),K = {L ∈ U(J) ·K |Ker(J − L) = Ker(J −K)}.
3) T
[J,φ]
U(J),K = T
J+φ
U(J),K ∩ T
J−φ
U(J),K.
To obtain further refinements, we will now turn on a Q:
Proposition 7.10. T QS
U(J),K ⊂ T
S
U(J),K .
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Remark 7.11. To prove this proposition, we would need to introduce de-
compositions of V that are compatible with the ones used to define T S
U(J),K
and T QS
U(J),K . Please see [4].
Remark 7.12. In Section 8, we will summarize the relations and refine-
ments between all the foliations that we have introduced in this paper.
We will now give our main examples of the T QS
U(J),K .
7.4. Symmetric Polynomials in the Eigenvalues of {J, φ}. As in Sec-
tions 4.3 and 5.2, let us consider functions fj ∈ C
∞(T ) defined via
det(λ1− {J, φ}) = λ2n − f1λ
2n−1 + ...− f2n−1λ+ f2n,
so that fj|K is the j
th symmetric polynomial in the eigenvalues of {J,K}.
Note by Proposition 4.11, dfjB = 0 for all B ∈ D
1
u(J) and hence for all
B ∈ DS
u(J). By then applying Theorems 5.11 and 7.4, we have
Theorem 7.13.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
Moreover, suppose
ai ∈ R[f1, ..., f2n],
where each fj ∈ C
∞(T ) is defined via
det(λ1− {J, φ}) = λ2n − f1λ
2n−1 + ...− f2n−1λ+ f2n.
Then T QS
U(J),K is the leaf that is associated to the integrable distribution D
QS
u(J)
and that passes through K ∈ T (V ).
Given the data in this theorem, let Q = ({J, φ} − b11)...({J, φ} − bk1),
where bi ∈ R[f1, ..., f2n], and consider the leaf T
QS
U(J),K . Since fj|K is the
jth symmetric polynomial in the eigenvalues of {J,K}, the manifold type of
T QS
U(J),K
depends, in particular, on whether these eigenvalues satisfy certain
systems of polynomial equations. Here is an example.
Example 7.14.
Let
• J ∈ T (V, g), where dimV = 12
• Q = {J, φ} − tr {J,φ}4
• S = 1.
We will analyze the associated foliation of
T + = {L ∈ T (V ) |L induces the same orientation as that of J}.
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First note that if K ∈ T + then it follows from Propositions 2.9 and 2.12
that the dimension of each eigenspace of {J,K} is a multiple of four. Hence
we can split V as follows:
V =W 1a1 ⊕W
2
a2
⊕W 3a3 ,
whereW iai is a four dimensional J,K−invariant subspace such that {J,K}|W iai
=
2ai1, for ai ∈ [−1, 1]. Thus
Q|K = {J,K} − (2a1 + 2a2 + 2a3)1
and
(7.2) KerQ|K = Ker(a2+a3)1W 1a1
⊕Ker(a1+a3)1W 2a2
⊕Ker(a1+a2)1W 3a3
.
To describe T Q
U(J),K , consider
V = KerQ|K ⊕ ImQ|K
and
K = K1 ⊕K2
J = J1 ⊕ J2.
Then, as we know,
T Q
U(J),K = {K1 ⊕K
′
2 |K
′
2 ∈ U(J2) ·K2}
∼= U(J2) ·K2.(7.3)
The point here is that using Theorem 7.2, we can determine the type of
manifold this is. It will depend on the values and the multiplicities of the ai
as well as on whether these eigenvalues satisfy a certain polynomial equa-
tion. Consider the following cases:
1) If there exist i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that i 6= j and
ai + aj = 0
then for k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, where k 6= i and k 6= j,
2ak = 2ai + 2aj + 2ak = tr
{J,K}
4
.
Hence Q|K = {J,K} − 2ak1 and KerQ|K = Ker({J,K} − 2ak1).
a) Suppose V = W 1a ⊕W
2
b ⊕W
3
−b where a 6= ±b. Then KerQ|K = W
1
a
and ImQ|K =W
2
b ⊕W
3
−b. Using Theorem 7.2 and Equation 7.3, we have:
i) If b = 1 or −1 then
T Q
U(J),K
∼= U(4)/U(2) × U(2).
ii) If b = 0 then
T Q
U(J),K
∼= U(4)/Sp(2).
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iii) If b /∈ {0,±1} then
T Q
U(J),K
∼= U(4)/Sp(1) × Sp(1).
b) Suppose V = W 1a ⊕W
2
a ⊕ W
3
−a where a = 0. Since KerQ|K = V ,
T Q
U(J),K = {K}.
c) Suppose V =W 1a ⊕W
2
a ⊕W
3
−a where a 6= 0. Then KerQ|K =W
1
a ⊕W
2
a
and ImQ|K =W
3
−a.
i) If a = ±1 then T Q
U(J),K = {K}.
ii) If a 6= ±1 then
T Q
U(J),K
∼= U(2)/Sp(1)
∼= S1.
2) If there does not exist an i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that i 6= j and
ai + aj = 0
then by Equation 7.2, KerQ|K = {0} and hence T
Q
U(J),K = U(J) ·K. All of
these orbits have been classified in Theorem 7.2.
8. Summary of Relations between the Foliations
In this section we will summarize some of the relations between the foli-
ations that were introduced in this paper.
We begin with some refinements of the T #(J) using only the “S” terms:
Proposition 8.1.
1) T J+φK ⊂ T
(m1,∗)(J), where 2m1 = dimKer(J +K).
2) T J−φK ⊂ T
(∗,m−1)(J), where 2m−1 = dimKer(J −K).
3) T
[J,φ]
K ⊂ T
(m1,m−1)(J), where 2m±1 = dimKer(J ±K).
Proposition 8.2. Let K ∈ T #(J).
1) T S
U(J),K ⊂ T
1
U(J),K ⊂ T
#(J).
2) T S
U(J),K = T
1
U(J),K ∩ T
S
K .
We then obtain further refinements by using the Qs:
Proposition 8.3.
Let QS ∈ Γ(gl(V)) such that
• Q = ak{J, φ}
k + ...+ a1{J, φ} + a01, ai ∈ C
∞(T )
• S ∈ {1, J + φ, J − φ, [J, φ]}.
1) If daiB = 0 ∀B ∈ D
S then the following yields foliations of T (V ) that
refine each other:
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T QSK T
S
K
T QS
U(J),K T
S
U(J),K .
⊂
⊂ ⊂
⊂
2) If daiC = 0 ∀C ∈ D
S
u(J) then the following yields foliations of T (V )
that refine each other:
T QS
U(J),K ⊂ T
S
U(J),K ⊂ T
S
K .
Other relations were given above. In [4] we will explore more relations
and will study how the leaves fit together in T (V ).
9. Additional Results in Updated Version
In this section, I describe some additional results that I will present in an
updated version of this paper [4].
9.1. Lie Algebroids, Poisson Structures and Holomorphicity. In [4],
I will be using the skew algebroids of Sections 3 and 4 to build Lie algebroids
and Poisson structures on T (V, g). I will also be constructing associated
holomorphic skew algebroids, Lie algebroids and Poisson structures.
Given these Lie algebroids, I will then study, for instance, their cohomol-
ogy and will explore any associated Lie groupoids.
9.2. Relation to Maximal Isotropics and CP3. As mentioned in Section
3.1, some of the T #(J) can be viewed as Schubert cells in a homogeneous
maximal isotropic space. In [4], I will study the other foliations and al-
gebroids given in Sections 4, 6 and 7 from the maximal isotropic point of
view.
Moreover, using the fact that T (V ) ∼= CP3, where dimV = 6, I will
transfer the algebroids in this paper to CP3 and will study the associated
foliations.
9.3. More Algebroids on Twistor Spaces.
1) In [4], I will build other algebroids on twistor spaces that are certain
“direct sums” of the ones given in Section 4.
2) The way that I constructed the algebroids in Sections 3 and 4 was to,
in particular, fix one complex structure J ∈ T (V, g). In [4], I will build other
algebroids by fixing two complex structures J,K ∈ T (V, g). Both types of
algebroids will have applications to bihermitian geometry [8].
3) I have also produced many other algebroids on the twistor space C(V ) =
{K ∈ EndV |K2 = −1}. For example, I have built algebroids that are
similar to the ones given in Theorem 4.6 but used an F1 = Q1S1 and an
F2 = Q2S2 that are generally not equal. They will be presented in [4].
9.4. Applications. The applications of the algebroids in this paper will be
given in [8] and [9].
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